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Abstract  

Ions channels are membrane proteins which allow specific ions to go through biological 
membrane. They play a key role in physiological mechanisms as diverse as action potential 
propagation, kidney function and muscle contraction. For this reason they are very valuable targets for 
pharmaceutical industry. Yet, high throughput drug screening on ion channels with an electrical 
monitoring of the channel activity – the more informative monitoring - is limited by the lack of a system 
having both the flexibility and high data quality of manual patch clamp, and the high throughput of 
automated patch clamp [1]. 

Attempts have been made to develop integrated in vitro platforms to fulfil these requirements on 
extracted or synthetized ion channels embedded in an artificial lipid bilayer [2]. However, to our 
knowledge, none of these platforms allow electrical activity recordings of ion channels in a solvent-free 
bilayer self-formed from small unilamellar lipid vesicles containing already the ion channel of interest, 
which would make possible automation and high speed of these measurements. 

We are developing a silicon platform with an array of nanopores with a well-controlled diameter 
(20 nm – 100 nm) between two electrically addressable compartments. The fabrication of silicon chip 
requires only a processing of the front face, and a PDMS fluidic interface allows fast integration for liquid 
handling, optical monitoring and electrical recordings (fig. 1) [3]. FRAP (fluorescence recovery after 
photobleaching) experiments have shown (fig. 3) that incubation of small unilamellar vesicles without 
ion channels (as a reference) on the surface of the silicon chip leads to the formation of a supported 
lipid bilayer, whereas electrical characterization (fig. 2) suggests that the so-formed lipid bilayer spans 
and seals the nanopores, leading to a lower recorded current value. These results are a first step 
toward ion channel monitoring with this platform. The influence of the nanopores diameter on their 
sealing by the bilayer together with the feasibility of ion channel electrical activity monitoring on the 
platform will be discussed at the conference. 
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